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Complying with the Sarbanes- O xley Act is challenging enough
when there is only one corporation to deal with.
When there is a merger or acquisition, life gets even more complicated.
A MO UN TAIN O F law firm client alerts on the S arbanes-Oxley Act of
2002 (“S arbanes-Oxley”) reveals a natural focus on corporate
governance and disclosure issues and relatively little consideration
of how the Act affects merger and acquisition transactions. However,
S arbanes-Oxley and the recent corporate governance initiatives of the
New York S tock E xchange, American S tock E xchange, and NAS DAQ are
likely to have (or at a minimum should have) a substantial impact on:
• T he due diligence process for M&A transactions involving at least
one public company;
• T he negotiation and documentation of these transactions; and
• (Perhaps most fundamentally) the structure and nature of M&A
transactions.
T his article outlines key issues for consideration in each of these
areas, which should be of interest to public companies that are
acquiring either public or private companies.
CO MPLIAN CE AN D THE CO MBIN ED EN TITY • In a public company
acquisition of another public company, some comfort may be drawn from
the fact that the target has been subj ect to S arbanes-Oxley before
closing. Nonetheless, the assumption of S arbanes-Oxley compliance
should be rigorously tested and documented. Further, the combined
entity’s compliance with S arbanes-Oxley after the acquisition is
consummated must be planned from a substantive and timing

standpoint.
Public- Private Combinations
T he acquisition of a private company (or a foreign public company
that has not entered the U.S . market) by a public acquiror may create
even more difficult issues since the target probably will have no
history of S arbanes-Oxley observance and may have less robust
reporting and internal controls. In this situation, the pro forma
compliance issues must be orchestrated carefully. T he enactment of
S arbanes-Oxley, combined with the flood of S E C , stock exchange, and
NAS DAQ pronouncements make this process more challenging than it
likely will become when best practices are more clearly established.
Entities That Become Issuers
Moreover, S arbanes-Oxley will have an impact on some acquisitions
that at first glance do not appear to involve public companies. A
private equity buyer engaged in the leveraged acquisition of a private
company may conclude that a possible exit through an initial public
offering is sufficiently far in the future that it need not affect the
manner in which the acquisition is consummated. (Private equity buyers
are rarely willing to effect acquisitions in a manner that excludes the
possibility of an initial public offering in the near term since market
conditions may become unexpectedly favorable.) However, if the
acquisition financing includes a tranche of high-yield debt, the
company will become an “issuer” subj ect to at least some of the
requirements of S arbanes-Oxley a few months after the closing upon
the filing of the registration statement for the A/B exchange offer. It
is also possible to avoid S arbanes-Oxley “issuer” status by eliminating
the A/B exchange offer; the debt securities could still be traded
under S E C Rule 1 44A, 1 7 C .F.R. §230.1 44A, but the absence of
registration will often increase the required yield.
S et forth below are recommendations regarding appropriate
supplements to the due diligence process following S arbanes-Oxley’s
enactment. T here follows an analysis of contractual representations,
covenants, and conditions that should be considered when negotiating
the purchase by a public acquiror (as well as perhaps the target in
transactions in which the target shareholders obtain equity in the
acquiror). T he article concludes with our thoughts on S arbanes-Oxley’
s impact on the fundamental structure of M&A transactions.
DUE DILIG EN CE UN DER SARBAN ES- O XLEY • S arbanes-Oxley—and the S E C
rulemaking in its aftermath—clearly have signaled the necessity of
transparent financial reporting for public companies. T his
significantly expands the scope of financial due diligence.
Financial Condition
Under S arbanes-Oxley, due diligence must include not only the
consistency of financial reporting under generally accepted

accounting practices (“GAAP”), but also all transactions, liabilities,
and obligations (including off-balance sheet transactions) that affect
the target’s financial condition, results of operations, and prospects,
regardless of their GAAP treatment. See §401 (a), 1 5 U.S .C . 78m (j ); see
Final Rule: Disclosure in Management’s Discussion and Analysis about
Off-Balance S heet Arrangements and Aggregate C ontractual
Obligations, Release Nos. 33-81 82, 34-47264, FR-67, International
S eries
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(J anuary
28,
2003),
available
at
www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-81 82.htm. T he acquiring company must
thoroughly understand the target’s critical accounting policies, with
an emphasis on significant accounting estimates.
Consistent Procedures
If the acquiror and target are in the same business segment but
employ variant policies or estimation methodologies, a plan for their
rationalization should be devised pre-closing. T he financial due
diligence will often include a review of the target’s auditors
workpapers (a process that inevitably results in a negotiation with
the target’s auditors), and should include a review of the impact that
acquisition-related charges, including write-downs, may have on the
acquiring company’s future financial statements. T he S E C ’s Final Rule
on C onditions for Use of Non-GAAP Financial Measures, which became
effective on March 28, 2003, provides that new Regulation G does not
apply to a non-GAAP financial measure included in disclosure relating
to a proposed business combination, the entity resulting therefrom or
an entity that is a party thereto if the disclosure is contained in a
communication that is subj ect to the communication rules applicable to
business combination transactions. T hereafter, the new non-GAAP
financial measure prohibitions apply to public disclosures of non-GAAP
financial measures relating to the target or the combined entity. See
Final Rule: C onditions for Use of Non-GAAP Financial Measures,
Release Nos. 33-81 76, 34-47226, FR-65 (J anuary 22, 2003) (“Non-GAAP
Financial
Measures
Release”)
available
at
www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-81 76.htm.
Forfeiture Risk
T he forfeiture provisions contained in section 304—and the
certification requirements of sections 302 and 906—of S arbanes-Oxley
underscore the need for thorough financial due diligence. T he
forfeiture provisions mandate that if misconduct (by whom is unclear)
results in material non-compliance with S E C financial reporting, and
as a result of this non-compliance a public company is required to
restate its financials, the C E O and C FO must disgorge all
performance-based compensation and all profits realized from the
sale of the issuer’s securities during the 1 2 months following the
first public issuance or filing with the S E C of the document containing
the non-compliant report. Although the application of this new law is
not yet clear, it is reasonable to expect that the acquiring company’s
C E O and C FO will not wish to expose themselves to potentially

significant personal liability based on target misconduct that affects
the combined financial statements.
Consider A Pre- Closing Audit
T his new emphasis on financial statement diligence is reinforced by
S arbanes-Oxley’s certification requirements, which are designed to
force senior management to obtain sufficient information to form a
basis for the certification as to adequacy of disclosures. In those
situations in which the acquiring company is unable to get comfortable
with the financial condition of the target to the extent necessary to
allow the C E O and C FO to include these results in their
certifications, consideration should be given to a pre-closing closing
audit to provide the necessary comfort.
Internal Controls
While historically critical, the new regulatory paradigm emphasizes
that the target’s internal controls must be assessed carefully to
detect any significant deficiencies or material weaknesses. S ection
404 of S arbanes-Oxley, 1 5 U.S .C . §7262, requires disclosure in annual
reports filed under the E xchange Act of management’s responsibility
for establishing and maintaining internal controls and its conclusions
about the effectiveness of the internal controls, including any
changes and corrective actions. Further, the public company’s outside
auditor will be required to attest to, and report on, the assessment
of these matters by the C E O and C FO. Obviously, the acquisition
diligence process must be sufficient to provide a basis for these
disclosures and the acquisition of an entity with weak or non-existent
internal controls must be carefully analyzed in light of these new
requirements.
Disclosure Controls And Procedures
T he due diligence process should assess the extent to which the
target has in place disclosure controls and procedures that capture
all information required to be disclosed under the E xchange Act. T he
importance of the ability of these controls and procedures to provide
data upstream in a prompt and reliable fashion will accelerate as the
time periods for filing Form 1 0-K is reduced to 60 days and for Form
1 0-Q to 35 days for most filers.
The Expansion O f 8- Ks
E ven more importantly, the proposals that would require Form 8-K
filings on a wide range of new topics (including entry into or
termination of material contracts other than in the ordinary course
of business, termination or reduction of business relationships with
significant customers, creating or triggering material direct or
contingent financial obligations and material impairments) and
mandate those filings to be made within two business days after the
event to be reported, will require sophisticated, effective disclosure

